Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.

1) Dan’s efforts to stop the speeding car went in _________.
   - vain
   - vein
   - vane

2) I found a quartz _________.
   - vein
   - vain
   - vane

3) He won the competition, and his attempt did not go in _________.
   - vein
   - vain
   - vane

4) Winston made a _________.
   - vein
   - vain
   - vane

5) As soon as the glass cut his ________, the blood started to ooze out.
   - vein
   - vain
   - vane

6) Mrs. Harrison is very ________ about her new house.
   - vain
   - vein
   - vane

7) The weather ________ points the direction of the wind toward the north.
   - vain
   - vein
   - vane

8) The movie had a light ________ from its very beginning.
   - vain
   - vein
   - vane
“Vain” is an adjective meaning unsuccessful or conceited.
Example: Jeremy made a **vain** attempt to find his missing pen.

“Vein” is a noun meaning a blood vessel, a particular quality or mood, or a deposit of minerals.
Example: His work stands out with a **vein** of sarcasm.

“Vane” is a noun meaning an instrument detecting the direction of winds (weather vane) or a long flat blade of this instrument.
Example: A weather **vane** was fixed atop the tower.

Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.

1) Dan’s efforts to stop the speeding car went in **vain**.

2) I found a quartz **vein** when I dug my backyard.

3) He won the competition, and his attempt did not go in **vain**.

4) Winston made a **vane** as part of his school project.

5) As soon as the glass cut his **vein**, the blood started to ooze out.

6) Mrs. Harrison is very **vain** about her new house.

7) The weather **vane** points the direction of the wind toward the north.

8) The movie had a light **vein** from its very beginning.